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Abstract: An SSBC-based STCM yields three-phase multilevel current waveforms with low voltage steps. 
This lead to needing no shunt harmonic filter in the ac side from the STCM. This paper presents and 
talks about a phase shifted-PWM distribution static synchronous compensator using the modular 
multilevel cascade converter based on single-star bridge cells. A 3-phase140-V 10-kVA SSBC-based 
STCM having a cascade count N = 6 was created, built, and examined for verifying the performance and 
functionality from the medium-voltage D-STCM both in steady and transient states. The 13-levelline-to-
neutral (25-level line-to-line) current in the ac side yields an almost sinusoidal line up-to-date with a 
complete harmonic distortion value of just one 7%. The all-cells update method can help to eliminate the 
natural time delay, thus resulting inside a faster and much more stable system response than the one-cell 
update method. An analytical model for that phase-moved PWM is proposed to create the present control 
gains. Two phase-shifted PWM techniques, that are named as you-cell and all sorts of-cells update 
methods, are theoretically and experimentally in comparison. 
Keywords:- Cascade Connections, Modular Multilevel Cascade Econverters (Mmccs), Static Synchronous 
Compensator (STCM). 
I. INTRODUCTION 
An SSBC-based STCM yields three-phase 
multilevel current waveforms with low voltage 
steps. This lead to needing no shunt harmonic filter 
at the ac side from the STCM. One of the MMCC 
family people, the SSBC may be the most basic 
and appropriate for that static synchronous 
compensator [5]. Multilevel converters have 
attracted attention in the last many years and also 
have been considered among the most promising 
circuit designs for the following-generation high 
and medium power converters [1]. Because the 
term “multilevel converters” can make reference to 
an array of circuit con figurations, a classification 
of the very most prominent ones was proposed, 
naming them because the multilevel modular 
cascade ripper tools (MMCC) family and 
individually identifying them because the single-
star bridge cells (SSBC), the only-delta bridge 
cells, the double-star chopper cells, the double-star 
bridge cells, and also the triple-star bridge cells. 
Furthermore, the modularity facilitates an eventual 
growth of cascaded bridge cells [4]. Consequently, 
if this is used to power distribution systems with 
nominal voltages of 6.6 kV in Japan and 13.8 kV 
within the U.S., a reason able  com promise 
between your obstructing current of switching 
devices and also the cascaded bridge-cell count per 
cluster enables to eliminate a medium-current line-
frequency transformer from the distribution STCM 
[1]. However, because the SSBC-based D-STCM 
installs split and floating electricity capacitor 
around the electricity side of every bridge cell, it’s 
mandatory to help keep all the mean electricity 
capacitor voltages regulated and balanced. Either 
phase-moved PWM or space-vector PWM is 
applicable to the SSBC. However, the phase-
moved PWM becomes much simpler in charge 
system implementation compared to space vector 
PWM because the count of cascaded bridge cells 
per cluster gets greater. possible means to fix 
overcome unhealthy effect caused by the time 
delay would be to perform multiple updates of 
every reference voltage signal during every half-
cycle duration of the individual phase-moved 
triangular carrier signals. This paper refer into it 
because the “all-cells” update method, whereas the 
conventional method to carry out a single update in 
that periodic known to because the “one-cell” 
update method. This paper accomplishes general 
modeling and analysis of current control within an 
SSBC-based D-STCM meant for installation on a 
6.6-kV Japanese distribution system, thinking 
about a time delay brought on by phase-moved 
PWM. Because the bridge-cell count will get 
greater, the all-cells update method can help to 
eliminate the time delay more considerably 
compared to one-cell update method[4].A 3-phase 
downscaled SSBC-based D-STCM ranked at140 V 
and 10 k VA was created, built, and examined to 
confirm the validity and effectiveness from the 
modeling, analysis, and style. The D-STCM 
includes six cascaded bridge cells per cluster, and 
also the frequency of every triangular-carrier signal 
is 1.75 kHz. This paper includes experimental 
comparisons in current control performance 
between your all cells and one-cell update 
techniques. Transient waveforms obtained from the 
experiment agree well with individuals from the 
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computer simulation utilizing a software package 
of PSCAD/EMTDC. 
 
Fig.1. Block diagram of current control 
II. ARCHITECTURE OF THE SYSTEM 
The downscaled experimental circuit configuration 
of a 3-phase phase-moved-PWM D-STCM using 
the modular multilevel cascade ripper tools in line 
with the single-star bridge-cells configuration [1]. 
Hereafter, it will be known being an SSBC-based 
D-STCM In this configuration, three groups are 
star-connected with the common point M. Each 
cluster includes a cascade connection of six full-
bridge or H-bridge ripper tools cells (bridge cells), 
also it disconnected to every phase from the three-
phase ac mains through an ac coupling inductor. 
Each bridge cell includes a floating dc capacitor 
outfitted just with a electricity current sensor[2]. A 
step downtrend former can be used for current 
matching between the experimental systems and 
also the ac mains, in addition to provide galvanic 
isolation for safety reasons. The 3-phase reference 
power for that D-STCM are calculated with a 
digital signal processing (DSP) board, and the 
PWM gate signals for 18 bridge cells are produced 
by afield-prrr-rrrglable gate array board [1].The D-
STCM creates a multilevel waveform with 13levels 
for that line-to-neutral current and 25 levels for that 
line to-line voltages having a low current step of 24 
V. Consequently, it does not want any shunt 
passive filter, even though it requires a nac inductor 
per cluster, which assists the current difference 
from the ac mains. 
III. METHODOLOGY 
A 3-phase digital phase-locked loop is used for 
obtaining the needed phase information to 
synchronize the STCM while using ac mains. The 
diagram in the control blocks structure for the 
SSBC-based D-STCM. The control system might 
be divided in three primary blocks, reactive-power 
and overall balancing control, cluster-balancing 
control and individual balancing  control[4].The 
mean electricity values of the electricity capacitor 
voltages are obtained through a moving-average 
filter (MAF) getting a moving window of 100 Hz. 
The MAF surpasses a small-pass filter (LPF) in 
enhancing the cluster-balancing control 
performance. The overall balancing control system 
presented [3]. A defines the reference reactive 
power for the D-STCM as well as the necessary 
active capacity to maintain your mean dc capacitor 
voltages balanced and controlled towards the 
reference voltage [2]. Here the cluster-balancing 
control and the individual balancing control, which 
are necessary to maintain the mean electricity 
capacitor voltages balanced discusses and evaluates 
two varying types of update approaches for that 
reference current, which are named the one-cell 
update method as well as the all-cells update 
method. Data sampling happens for every carrier 
top and bottom, which yields a sampling period the 
triangular-carrier signals and reference voltages in 
the three bridge cells when the all-cells update 
method can be used. Very much the same since the 
one-cell update method, data sampling happens 
each and every carrier top and bottom. Both are 
highly relevant to phase-moved PWM. The 
triangular-carrier signals and reference voltages of 
the three bridge cells when the one-cell update 
method is applied. Really the only improvement in 
the main one-cell update strategy is that the 
reference current update of each and every bridge 
cell occurs in the top and the feet of all the carrier 
signals. 
IV. CONCLUSION 
The phase-shifted PWM while using all-cells 
update method includes a shorter time delay 
compared to the main one-cell update method. 
Furthermore, it's designed a detailed description of 
the control system from the D-STCM. This paper 
has presented modeling, analysis, and design of an 
SSBC-based D-STCM with phase-moved 
PWM,having to pay focus on effects of times delay 
on current control performance. Once the one-cell 
update technique is considered, the current control 
gain for that critical damping response exhibits 
saturation even for any greater cascaded count N. 
The theoretical analysis has confirmed the 
saturation originates from the inherent time delay 
in phase-moved PWM. Thus, an eventual increase 
within the cascade count N enables using a greater 
gain to lead to a noticeable difference of the present 
control response. Simulated and experimental 
waveforms for any step response from the 
reference reactive current accept the the oretical 
results. Even though the experiments are limited to 
the SSBC-based D-STCM, the conclusions 
acquired in this paper are valid for just about any 
other ripper tools in line with the SSBC. 
Experimental waveforms in steady-condition and 
transient operations have verified the advance of 
the present control response. 
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